Fixed ratio discrimination training increases in vivo striatal dopamine in neonatal 6-OHDA-lesioned rats.
Massed training in the conditional discrimination task, the fixed ratio discrimination (FRD) task led to elevated extracellular dopamine (DA) concentrations in the neonatal 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA)-treated rat, a model of Lesch-Nyhan disease (LND). Rats neonatally treated with 6-OHDA or its vehicle were, as adults, implanted with microdialysis probes and assessed for basal pretraining concentrations of DA and its major metabolites. Subsequently, microdialysis samples were collected each day following three separate FRD training periods (trained group) or three separate periods of noncontingent food presentations (untrained group). The present study found that there were significant increases in extracellular DA in the caudate-putamen from basal pretraining concentrations in the repeated sample collections of trained 6-OHDA-lesioned animals but not in the samples of untrained 6-OHDA-lesioned animals. Consistent with previous studies [Brain Res. 508 (1990) 30.], there was an increase in the extracellular concentrations as compared to tissue concentrations of DA and 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC). Similar to our previous studies with long-term FRD training [Pharmacol. Biochem. Behav. 51 (1995) 861; Brain Res. 713 (1996) 246.], there was also an indication of an increase in cortical and striatal tissue concentration of DA in the trained 6-OHDA-lesioned animals as compared to the untrained 6-OHDA-lesioned animals. The elevations in striatal DA concentrations following operant performance in the present study illustrate how operant procedures of the behavior therapy used with individuals with LND and other mental retardation syndromes may interact with the modulation of dopaminergic function by the pharmaceutical application of DA antagonists to suppress aberrant behaviors.